
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I prefer ______ fruit cake 

to chocolate cake. 

 

a) eat           b) eating 

c) to eating     d) eats 

I ______ to have two 

hamburgers please. 

a) enjoy      b) like 

c) hate       d) would like 

Mr.Chiller ______ having a 

winter holiday. 

 

a) enjoys      b) wants 

c) hate        d) would like 

They ______ go camping 

than stay at a five-star 

hotel. 

a) enjoy   b) would rather 

c) hate    d) would like 

Mr.Speedy doesn't like 

travelling.He ______ to work 

in an office. 

a) enjoy      b) would rather 

c) hate       d) would like 

I would rather eat 

chicken,cake and pie than 

______ this food. 

a) eat        b) eats 

c) eating     d) like eat 

He really ______ surfing but 

he is bad at it. 

 

a) hate        b) like 

c) hates       d) likes 

Jack is really bad at 

______ a bicycle. 

 

a) ride          b) to ride 

c) to riding     d) riding 

Girl:Hello.I ______ to  

     buy a geography  

     magazine,please. 

 

a) want      b) like 

c) wants     d) likes 

Mr.Perkins is ______ in 

playing golf in his free 

time. 

a) interested    b) likes 

c) wants         d) hates 

I don't want ______ this 

exam.It's too difficult. 

 

a) have        b) having 

c) to have     d) has 

The doctor ______ to 

perform the first brain 

transplant. 

a) likes   b) would rather 

c) enjoys d) would like 

Susan is a 12-year-old girl 

and she ______ planting 

trees. 

a) loves     b) would rather 

c) dislike   d) would like 

He is very good at ______ the 

guitar.He ______ to play in a 

rock group. 

a) play/want       b) plays/wants 

c) playing/wanting d) playing/wants 
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